
Tradition was the buzzword at the 12th Futuretalk, attended 

by more than 100 Network 41 customers and partners. Sascha 

Ruefer was the evening’s perfect host, while guests of honour 

included current wresting champion Matthias Sempach as well 

as Yassin Fischer, who was runner-up in the world championship 

for plastering.

Our hosts and guests of honour were in full agreement with Pius 

Krummenacher, Chairman of the Network 41 Supervisory Board, 

when he said: “Tradition means knowing where you come from. 

This is what gives us our basis of trust and assurance to keep mo-

ving forward.” The notion was likewise acknowledged by Stefan 

Furch, CEO of Network 41, who added: “It is this trust that ena-

bles us to take on very large-scale projects for our customers all 

over Switzerland. And since we combine tradition with progress, 

we take care to promote talented individuals and ensure our spe-

cialists are provided with ongoing professional development.”

When asked by Sascha Ruefer about progress in the sport of 

wrestling, Matthias Sempach said: “In traditional wrestling it's 

the same: you can only make it to the top if you keep your mind 

open to new forms of training. You also have to be prepared to 

focus hard on your goals.” Yassin Fischer agreed: “It was only by 

having a clear goal in mind, keeping up constant practice to the 

point of perfection and maintaining a strong will that I was able 

to win the medal in Brazil.”

The 12th Futuretalk also featured music by Franziska Wigger with 

her trio and was concluded with the traditional aperitif, at which 

delicacies from the Entlebuch biosphere reserve were served.  

Network 41 combines tradition and progress!

Network 41 draws on tradition as it leads the way into the future
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